Motivation

N=34
Protons are removed from the πf 7/2 shell πf 7/2 -νf 5/2 monopole pairing interaction strength weakens 1) νf 5/2 pushes up in energy possible shell gaps at N=32 and N=34 Predicted energy levels
Shell model calculations using one of the newest interactions, GXPF1 1) predict shell gaps at :
• N=32 for Z≤ 24 (Cr)
• N=32 and N=34 for Z≤22 (Ti).;
Observables:
• Energy levels • Transition matrix elements • γ-ray at 1161.0(5) keV found in coincidence;
• By using double coincidence a transition at 690.2(7) keV was found; • Double gating on different combinations confirmed their mutual coincidence relationships. • B(E2) values for 52, 54, 56 Ti.
• Experimentally, both E(2 + ) and B(E2, ↑) indicate increased shell gap at N=32 but not at N=34.
• No conclusive agreement with shell model calculations.
